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Chapter 331 Olivia spent her days being wheeled around the garden by her maid or chatting with Maisy 

in the living room downstairs. 

 

Maisy was very thoughtful about Olivia’s feelings, careful not to bring up anything that might upset her. 

But lately, Olivia seemed happier, which made Maisy feel relieved. Her affection for Olivia grew stronger 

 

each day. 

 

Three days into her stay at the Harrises, a nurse from the hospital came by to schedule Olivia’s fourth 

prenatal checkup. This appointment included screening for Down Syndrome. 

 

That morning, Maisy was in Olivia’s room keeping her company when they received the update. 

Concemed, Maisy asked, “Are you going alone? Do you want me to come with you?” 

 

Maisy loved Olivia dearly but knew she was getting on in years. Olivia didn’t want to trouble her, so she 

responded, “I can manage on my own, it’s not a long process.” 

 

Maisy, still worried, pressed, “Are you sure?” 

 

Olivia reassured her, “Yes, the maid will accompany me.” 

 

“But Tyler would usually be the one to go with you,” Maisy pointed out, feeling sorry for Olivia, Olivia 

lowered her gaze and said softly, “I’m really fine. | can handle this alone.” 

 

Maisy sighed and relented, “Okay, my dear. Call us if you need anything tomorrow.” 

 

Olivia nodded. “Okay, Grandma.” 

 

After informing Olivia of the appointment time, the nurse left. Maisy stayed a bit longer, but had to go 

when the maid reminded her to take her medicine. 



 

As Maisy left the room, she muttered, “This is ridiculous” 

 

Olivia wasn’t sure who Maisy was referring to but had a good guess. She chose to ignore the comment, 

though the maid gave her a sympathetic look. 

 

The following morning, Olivia, accompanied by Alisa and a nurse, went to the hospital. Her mobility was 

still limited, and the Harrises insisted she shouldn't go alone. 

 

Ana wanted to join them but was tied up with errands. Despite her calm exterior, Olivia felt anxious 

about the checkup. She remained quiet, sitting in her wheelchair. 

 

At the hospital, the nurse noticed Olivia’s condition and asked, “What happened to your leg, Mrs. 

Harris?” 

 

Alisa quickly replied, “It’s just a m sprain. She's  

The hospital staff were very considerate. Upon and said,  

glad to hear you're okay. Just be careful,  

 

The checkup was done privately to keep Olivia comfortable. Olivia reassured her, “The baby is doing 

well.” 

Chapter 332 

 

The nurse said, “That's great to hear. Today’s test is a bit different, and there might be a little surprise. 

Can you lie down on the bed?” 

 

Olivia didn’t know what the test involved, but she followed the instructions. After the nurse helped her 

onto the bed, she saw that it was an ultrasound. 

 

She wasn’t scared, Lying there, she felt the nurse spread a chilly gel on her belly while the doctor 

watched the screen. 

 



She began to feel drowsy and let her body relax. Her belly was larger now since she was nearly four 

months pregnant. 

 

Alisa and the nurse watched anxiously. 

 

Eventually, the device moving over her belly stopped, and the doctor announced, “The baby is growing 

well.” 

 

Olivia paused, not fully grasping the doctor’s words at first. Then, the printer began to click. 

 

Olivia looked at the doctor, and the nurse took something from him and approached her. “Look at this.” 

 

Before Olivia could respond, she was holding it-a printout showing the baby inside her womb. Olivia was 

amazed and stared at the image for a long while. 

 

The nurse cheerfully said, “Here’s the surprise. It’s too bad the dad isn’t here to see this.” The baby’s 

face was unclear, squished against her womb’s walls, making it hard to see any features. 

 

Olivia felt overwhelmed as if a beam of light had struck through her eyes. Was this how her baby 

looked? She continued to stare at the picture when suddenly, Alisa commented, “It looks a lot like Mr. 

Tyler.” 

 

The nurse grinned, “Yes, it’s a boy.” 

 

Both Alisa and the nurse were thrilled. A boys a welcome addition to the family. 

 

“I’m going to call Madam Maisy and Mrs. Ana, Alisa announced Lager to share t newscOlivta was s still 

fixated on the image and barely noticed as she left the room.  

 

 

 



The news delighted the Harrises. Alisa passed the p neyo Olivia, and Magy exclaimed, \ heard the baby 

looks a lot like Tyler, Olivia!”  

 

Olivia knew it was hard to tell who the baby resembled at this stage, aware the maid had just 

exaggerated. 

 

Hearing Maisy’s voice stirred mixed feelings in Olivia, eae as sfatting to domi ts ee as the first tifa § ee 

seen her baby. She held the photo tightly.  

 

Malsy, overwhelmed with joy, said, “I have a great-grandson! Time to shop for baby boy clothes.” 

Chapter 333 

 

Olivia kept quiet because, for her, it didn’t matter if the baby was a boy or a girl. She knew the Harrises 

had a preference, so she didn’t know what to say when Malsy clearly showed her bias for a particular 

gender. 

 

Maisy then told her, “Come back soon. I'll have someone make you the best meal.” Olivia softly 

responded, “Thanks, Grandma.” 

 

Maisy didn’t realize there were more tests needed and was concerned about the harm from the phone’s 

radiation to the baby. So, she said, “Give the phone back to the maid. Don’t let the radiation harm the 

baby. I'll be here waiting.” 

 

Olivia simply said okay and ended the call. 

 

Maisy couldn’t stop smiling. When Ana and Keith got the news, they came home smiling and happy. 

After hanging up, Maisy told the maid, “Tell Tyler about this and send him the picture. 

 

Ana knew what Maisy was up to, but she didn’t interfere and just looked at Keith. 

 

Keith looked upset and said, “Tyler isn’t back yet?” 

 



Ana seized the moment and replied, “Back? We haven't even seen him.” 

 

After a pause, Keith, with a serious look, grabbed the armrest of the couch and declared, “I’m going to 

talk to him again.” Maisy advised, “You really should talk to him. Olivia is your daughter-in-law, and she’s 

pregnant with your grandson. Tyler is being too rude.” 

 

Keith listened to his mother and could only respond, “Okay, I'll talk to him.” 

 

Following Maisy’s instructions, the maid quickly sent the picture to Tyler. 

 

Tyler was in Naomi’s room while the doctor had just finished her checkup. She was sleeping quietly as- 

Tyler’s phone vibrated in his pocket. After a bit, he took out his phone and unlocked it to see a message. 

 

He stood frozen for a while. He stared at the picture, his baby’s face looking so real. Then the maid sent 

another message, [There was a checkup today. It’s a boy.] Naomi woke up an 

 

up and saw Tyler standing by her bed, focused on his phone. His attention was so fixed that he didn’t 

notice her move. 

 

Curious, Naomi asked, “Tyler, what’s going on?” 

 

When Tyler heard her, he quickly looked away, and  

Chapter 334 When Olivia got back to Harrises, Maisy was already waiting to greet her while she was still 

in the car. 

 

As Olivia stepped out, Maisy came over just as Alisa assisted her. “Oh, my dear granddaughter—in—-

law, was the checkup tiring?” she asked. 

 

“It's okay. We just had an ultrasound and a blood test,” Olivia replied, a bit surprised as she wasn’t 

expecting this from Maisy. 

 

Maisy’s smile widened. “That’s wonderful. Let's head inside. We've prepared some delicious food.” 



 

Alisa, noticing Maisy’s joy, chimed in, “The doctor said the baby is growing well.” 

 

Maisy’s smile grew even brighter. ‘Of course! Our family’s child will definitely be strong.” 

 

Ana and Keith approached as they were talking. Olivia saw Keith and greeted him softly, “Dad.” 

 

“You must be tired. Go inside and rest,” Keith told her, walking closer. 

 

Olivia and Keith didn’t talk much, usually just exchanging greetings if they crossed paths. He was 

typically reserved, but today, he seemed genuinely happy. 

 

Everyone seemed thrilled by the news. 

 

All Olivia could manage, feeling overwhelmed by the family’s happiness and Keith's kindness, was to say, 

” Thanks, Dad.” 

 

Ana stood beside Keith, visibly overjoyed, and instructed the maid, “Make sure we have enough 

blankets so she doesn't catch a cold.” 

 

Worried she hadn’t been careful enough, Alisa quickly ushered Olivia into the living room. 

 

livia’s su 

 

Inside was a feast, and many relatives had gathered, much to Olivia's surprise. 

 

Maisy approached her, saying, “Olivia, show the ultrasound pictures to them.” 

 

Before Olivia could respond, the relatives swarmed around her, snatching the pictures to admire them. 

Such an adorable child. Look at the tiny hands and feet. He looks just like Tyler and Olivia,” they 



 

exclaimed. 

 

Caught off guard by the guests, Olivia sat quietly, watching them praise the fuzzy image of the baby. 

Maisy beamed with pride. “Absolutely. The baby has the best features of both Olivia and Tyler.” 

 

The relatives cheered, “Great job, Olivia! The first child. They started congratulating Ana and Keith.  

 

The couple responded modestly, “He's just a normal child,” though their The buzzed with excitement 

over the mere photo of the baby.  

 

Feeling more comfortable, Olivia placed a hand on her belly, her face showing After alyhiile, craving 

some peace, she let Alisa help her upstairs away from the bustling chatter of the living.  
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After Olivia was taken upstairs, she felt peaceful for a short time before her smile disappeared as she sat 

in her room. Alisa noticed her mood change and offered, “Let me help you get into bed.” 

 

Olivia agreed with a simple “Okay.” 

 

Just as Alisa was about to assist her, several other maids appeared at the door carrying gifts. Olivia 

looked over and saw that the presents were very expensive. 

 

One maid explained, “These are gifts from the relatives for you and your baby. Where should uld we put 

the put them? 

 

Olivia noticed the gifts for her were even more expensive. Tyler’s relatives had always been kind, but 

their generosity increased once they learned the baby’s gender. 

 

Feeling overwhelmed, Olivia suggested, “In the cabinet?” “Sure, I'll put them there,” one maid replied. 

 



But as the maid opened the cabinet, Olivia saw Tyler’s clothes, which hadn’t been moved for some time. 

Her expression fell once again. 

 

The maid, unaware of Olivia’s distress, finished storing the gifts and left. 

 

Alisa offered, “Do you want to get into bed now?” 

 

Preferring solitude, Olivia responded, “You can go. I'll manage on my own.” 

 

Alisa hesitated but eventually left, knowing Olivia could move around independently. 

 

Olivia wheeled herself closer to the cabinet, pulled qut a doll from the gifts, and held it. Although she 

felt. mixed emotions, holding the doll gave her a small smile. 

 

That evening. Tyler’s car arrived quietly. The butler approached as Tyler parked and greeted him, 

Welcome back, Mr. Tyler.” Tyler, silent, continued on his way. Maisy and Ana were in the living room, 

but neither spoke upon seeing 

 

him. 

 

The maid who had seen Tyler quickly went upstairs "Ma am, Mr. Tyler is  

 

back.” 

 

 

 

Alisa, who was giving Olivia a warm massage,  

Seeing no reaction from Olivia, the maid added, “Mr. Tyler is downstairs.” 

 

Olivia's grip on the loosened, and she simply  



Chapter 336  

 

Tyler was downstairs, silently watching Maisy and Ana. The room was quiet until Keith came down and 

broke the silence with, “Go see your wife and child.” 

 

Tyler’s face showed no emotion as he replied, “The maid sent the ultrasound picture 

 

Keith frowned, showing his displeasure. He had always been indifferent about Naomi, partly because he 

was a man and viewed things differently than women might. He didn’t care much about who Tyler chose 

 

to marry. 

 

That was why, when Ana tried to break Tyler and Naomi up, Keith knew Tyler’s relationship with his 

mother was affected, all because of Naomi. He usually stayed out of their personal affairs, but now 

things were different. Tyler was a married man expecting a child, and it wasn’t right for him to be so 

involved 

 

with another woman. Keith asked, “What do you think?” Ana smirked from her seat while Tyler 

remained silent. 

 

Keith continued, “You've broken up with Naomi, so it’s time to sort things out. She shouldn’t matter to 

you. anymore. Your family should come first now.” 

 

“No need to say more. | have my plan,” Tyler responded coldly. 

 

This reply puzzled Keith, who stared at his son, trying to understand. 

 

Ana, still holding her coffee, said, “Plan? Your wife is hurting while you’re with another woman. What 

kind of plan is that?” “Isn't this normal for our family?” Tyler shot back. 

 

Ana’s smile vanished, and she went silent, just sipping her coffee. 

 



Trying to lighten the mood, Maisy chimed in, “Let's not ruin a good day. Tyler must have been busy, 

that’s all. Why don’t you go see Olivia and your son? 

 

Avoiding further discussion, Tyler said to Keith at the bottom of the stairs, “I’m going upstairs.” 

 

Keith, maintaining a serious expression, simply replied, “Go.” 

 

Ana looked at Keith, then added bitterly, “Like father, like son. You set the example, and it’s too late to 

change anything now.” Keith glared at Ana. 

 

Sensing an argument brewing, Maisy quickly took Ana’s hand. “Stop it right there.” 

 

Keith’s anger was evident as he told Ana, “Unbelievable.” He then turned away, ignoring her. 

 

Ana scoffed, her expression turning icy.. 

 

Tyler, unaffected by the  

 

Upstairs, Olivia was anxiously sitting by the bed, frozen in place Approaching, Alisd! was massaging 

Olivia's leg, stood up and greeted Tyler, “Sir.  

 

” 

 

Olivia looked up at him as well. Tyler paused at the they stared in silence.  

 

The maid discreetly left the room, and Olivia lowered her gaze. Tyler finally spoke, “You had a checkup?” 

 

“Yes.” 

Chapter 337 Unfazed by Olivia’s single-word response, Tyler walked over to her. “I saw the ultrasound 

photo,” he said as he took off his coat. 



 

Olivia wanted to know what he thought about it, but he didn’t say more and just mentioned, “I have to 

work tonight, so you should get some rest.” 

 

He walked to the cabinet next. When he opened it, he saw a stack of gifts. Olivia told him, “Our relatives 

gave these to us.” Tyler looked at the gifts, took out some of his clothes, and then went to his study. 

 

Olivia asked softly, “How's Naomi?” She kept her eyes down, looking at her feet. 

 

Tyler stopped and turned to face her when he heard her question. “She’s stable for now,” he replied. 

 

Olivia didn’t respond. 

 

Seeing her quiet, Tyler left the room and headed to the study. Olivia closed her eyes and crossed her 

legs. 

 

Alisa, who was standing at the door, was surprised to see him leave so quickly. 

 

Downstairs, Maisy and Ana were looking up. Ana seemed uncomfortable, and Maisy appeared upset. 

 

Olivia sat still and silent in the room. Alisa felt sorry for her, not understanding why Tyler was so cold to 

 

her. She was just a young woman. 

 

That night, Tyler didn’t come back to their room. Alisa waited until about one in the morning. After 

seeing the lights in the study turn off, she quietly went in and turned off the bedroom lights. 

 

The house was dark, but Olivia lay awake with a tear rolling down her cheek. The maid didn’t see that 

and thought Olivia was asleep, so she left the room. 

 



The next morning, everyone was at the breakfast lable. Olivia sat next to Tyler. 

 

Maisy noticed how pale Olivia looked and sighed. 

 

Ana told the maid to put some protein in front of Olivia and then looked at Tyler. “Why did you sleep in 

the study?” 

 

Tyler was eating bacon and answered, “I was working late, so | stayed there,” He took another bite, 

showing little concern for Ana’s question. 

 

Ana pressed on, “Really? Since when do you sleep anywhere so casually?” 

 

Maisy, worried they might start fighting, intervened four pregnant, so please take  

 

care of her. She’s young and needs to feel safe.” 

 

Tyler heard the concern in his grandma's voice, He replied  

 

nonchalantly, “Okay, | will.” It sounded like he wasn't  

2/2 

 

Then, Tyler put an egg on Olivia’s plate and told her, “Eat this.” 

Chapter 338 Tyler seemed to have done that because Mais asked him to. Olivia just stared at her plate 

but didn’t eat ‘bits Tyler kept on eating his meal, while Maisy and Ana watched everything quietly. Olivia 

finally picked up her fork and started eating the food he gave her. After seeing Olivia eat, Tyler went 

back to his food. Nobody talked while they were eating. Then Maisy suddenly asked, “Aren’t you going 

out today?” Olivia didn’t look up but listened carefully for Tyler's answer. Tyler put down his fork, wiped 

his mouth with a napkin, and said, “I have some work to do.” Maisy looked really angry and told him, 

“You’ve been busy for days. It’s enough work now.” Tyler didn’t say anything back. 

 

Ana put down her fork and knife and said, “Why do you need to take care of her yourself? Olivia’s sister 

is your in-law. We can just hire a nurse to take care of her.” 



 

Olivia gripped her fork tightly but then let go, bracing herself for an argument. 

 

Tyler put his napkin down and looked at Ana. He leaned back and asked her, “Since when do you care 

 

about this? If you're free, why don’t you check on Dad?” His voice was calm, as if he was just talking 

about 

 

the weather. 

 

Ana just stared at him angrily. After a moment, she scoffed, “It does sound like I’m poking my nose into 

your business.” Tyler stood up from his chair. “I’m finished. You can continue.” Then he walked away 

from the table. 

 

Olivia didn’t know what to do. During the conversation, she started to realize something about Ana and 

 

Keith. 

 

Since Olivia became part of the family, she barely saw Keith at home. At first, she thought he was just 

busy, but even when work should have been over, he was hardly ever there. 

 

She noticed that Ana and Keith didn’t talk much to each other. They seemed like a couple, but there was 

a big gap between them. Tyler didn’t seem to care about his parents relationship either. 

 

This was all new to Olivia; she had never seen a family like this before. 

 

She didn’t say anything and just quietly put down her fork and knife, sitting there as if she wasn’t there. 

 

After Tyler left, Ana stood up and said to Maisy,  

Maisy sighed and tried to make Ana feel better. “Don't  



“Why would | worry?” Ana forced a smile. She was when he opposes her, even if he is her son.  

 

Then Ana also left. 

 

Maisy looked worried and told Olivia, ‘Please eat.” Olivia didn’t look around and just kept eating. That 

day, breakfast ended abruptly. 
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Olivia returned to her room after breakfast, and Tyler followed shortly after. She sat in her wheelchair, 

feeling uneasy, and watched as Tyler entered the room. 

 

“Where’s the maid?” Tyler asked, noticing Olivia was alone.. 

 

Just then, Alisa appeared. “I went to fetch an ice bag for her foot,” she explained. 

 

Tyler nodded and headed off to change his clothes. 

 

Breaking the silence, Olivia said, “Tyler, | want to visit Naomi.” 

 

Tyler paused, then turned to face her. 

 

Her hands tightened into a fist. “I’m a bit worried about her,” she added. 

 

“There’s no need for you to go. Just stay here,” Tyler replied firmly, leaving no room for discussion. 

 

Olivia’s hand trembled, but she persisted, “I just need to talk to her...” She couldn’t understand why her 

sister had fainted at the door the other day, but she felt it was somehow her fault, and it weighed on her 

 

mind. 

 



Tyler cut her off, “She doesn’t want to see you. Don’t go there.” 

 

Stunned, Olivia looked up at him, unable to grasp this reason and his indifference. But Tyler avoided her 

gaze and walked away. Moments later, Tyler returned, dressed in fresh clothes. Both Alisa and Olivia 

remained still, watching him 

 

leave without another word 

 

Olivia blinked back tears, feeling a sting in her nose. Tyler’s refusal meant her visit would upset Naomi. 

But she didn’t do anything wrong. Despite her intentions, she felt helpless and misunderstood. 

 

“Ma’am, are you... are you okay?” Alisa asked. 

 

With a blank expression, oe clasped her hands tightly. 

 

long p enshewhisp Me he m ae PN broke slightly, betraying her calm facade.  

 

Downstairs, Tyler paused to think as he met Linda, “Mr. Tyler,” she greeted him.  

 

Tyler, his expression cold, nodded and walked toward the door, his secretary following. 

 

Upstairs, hearing the car drive away, 

 

Olivia dismissed. You can go 

 

w,” she said in a hushed tone.  

 

Alisa glanced at Olivia’s pale face, worried, but followed her order and silently left the room. 
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Claude had been busy with work at Yancee Bank, but that day, he took a break to hang out with some 

friends. While they were together, he overheard them talking about someone named Naomi. 

 

One of his friend’s girlfriends mentioned, “Did you guys hear? Naomi is very sick, and she’s offering a lot 

of money for blood donations.” 

 

Claude listened quietly while sipping his wine. When he heard her say, “She’s offering 500,000 as a 

reward, “he looked up. 

 

Just then, another friend chimed in, “Yeah, | heard about it too. It almost made the news, but it seems 

like someone tried to stop it. Tyler is the one who's putting up the money.” 

 

Claude’s expression turned serious, and someone else asked, “Isn’t it weird? Didn’t Tyler break off his 

engagement with Naomi? Why would he still want to help her?” 

 

Nobody had an answer. 

 

“It's strange because Tyler is married now and they’re expecting a baby. But he and Naomi were 

together for a long time. Maybe he feels he owes it to her, even though they're not in love anymore.” 

 

As everyone continued discussing Tyler and Naomi, Claude stood up, put his wine glass down, and said, I 

need to use the bathroom.” 

 

Everyone watched as he walked off. In the corridor, he paused, pulled out his phone, and sent a text. 

[How are you doing? | heard about your sister. Are you okay?] 

 

Claude waited, staring into space. 

 

When he didn’t receive Olivia’s reply, he tried calling her next, but he got a busy signal. He looked upset 

for a moment, then put away his phone and left, his figure casting a long shadow. 

 



Olivia was lying in bed when she got Claude’s message. She held her phone tight, then turned it off, her 

hands shaking. 

 

She hadn't been eating well since Tyler left. 

 

The next morning, she looked weak. When Maisy saw her looking so unwell, she asked, “What’s wrong. 

dear? Didn't you sleep well?” 

 

“I'm okay,” Olivia replied, looking pale. “I think | slept too much, and it messed up my sleep pattern.” 

 

Maisy didn’t believe that was all. Concerned, she s agasted Shaul we gall We ddttor: " 

 

Olivia shook her head. “No need, Grandma. I’m really okay.” 

 

Despite her reassurances, Olivia felt anxious and coul nt foousclikely streasethifony Her pregnancy.  

 

Seeing Olivia so distressed, Maisy 

 

considered calling the@pctorO mM Oliv 

 

apywayNbue livia held her hand and 

 

 

 

repeated, “I’m fine, really, Grandma.” 

 


